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The Following pages were extracted and scanned from the “Infantry Reference Data Handbook” 
 
These pages are as specific to our 50th Infantry, Mechanized TO&E, or "Table of Organization and 
Equipment” as could be documented. 
 
It should be noted that vast deviations from this TO&E were realized by the 1st Battalion (Mechanized) 50th 
Infantry in the Vietnam Theater of Operations, In particular was formation of a fourth Riffle Company; 
“Delta” Company, put in place shortly after the 1/50th’s arrival in Vietnam with personnel and equipment 
taken from the existing battalion elements.  
 
I am including this extract to have a “benchmark” in place within our archives to indicate the accepted 
“norm” for that period. 
 
All equipment seems to be covered here except the omission of the “Flame” vehicles. As a result,  I am 
including the following page on the APCs which were adapted to accommodate the flame function. This 
following page was gleaned from a http://www.gruntonline.com web page. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

M-132 Self Propelled Flame-Thrower 
With the crew compartment converted for the carrying of napalm and a turret mounting a flame canon, the 
M-132, though particularly vulnerable itself was nonetheless a formidable assault vehicle and a very 
successful variant (see Picture Gallery). 

 

The first M-132's arrived in RVN in August 1962 but saw little practical use. In December 1964, 1st 
Armored Cavalry took delivery of two vehicles in order to conduct field tests which proved highly 
successful. The recommendation from 1st AC was that each regiment should incorporate four M-132's along 
with two M-113 service vehicles. 

  

Nicknamed the 'Zippo' after the popular American cigarette lighter, instead of the standard commander's 
cupola the M-132 had a small enclosed one-man turret. The turret had a dual mount consisting of a flame-
gun and a machine-gun. 

200 gallons of napalm fuel was carried on-board, stored in the converted crew compartment. 
 
 
 


































